Hello,

You're invited to attend a new webinar series offering open office hours focused on minimum data set (MDS) coding!

During this series, attendees will dig into the basics of MDS coding and discover how it connects to quality measures and resident outcomes. Join fellow nursing home administrators for the following webinars:

**COVID-19 and Coding**  
July 17, 2020 | 1:00 PM MDT, 11:00 AM AKDT and 9:00 AM HST

**Open Office Hours and Q&A with Jennifer LaBay**  
August 14, 2020 | 1:00 PM MDT, 11:00 AM AKDT and 9:00 AM HST

**Introduction to Quality Measure and Nursing Home Compare**  
September 18, 2020 | 1:00 PM MDT, 11:00 AM AKDT and 9:00 AM HST

**Open Office Hours and Q&A with Jennifer LaBay**  
October 16, 2020 | 1:00 PM MDT, 11:00 AM AKDT and 9:00 AM HST

**Deep Dive Into Quality Measures**  
November 20, 2020 | 1:00 PM MST, 11:00 AM AKST and 10:00 AM HST

**Open Office Hours and Q&A with Jennifer LaBay**  
December 18, 2020 | 1:00 PM MST, 11:00 AM AKST and 10:00 AM HST

Each session will range in time from 30 to 60 minutes.

**Register for the MDS Series**

Log-in information will be provided via email after you register. We look forward to seeing you on the call!
About the Presenter:
Jennifer LaBay, RN, RAC-MT, RAC-MTA, CRC, is the MDS/policy consultant for Triad Health Care in Providence, Rhode Island. She is also an AAPACN training partner and AANAC master teacher as an Independent Contractor with JLB MDS Consulting in Pawtucket, Rhode Island. She has been involved in the Resident Assessment Instrument (RAI) process since 1997 and has been in the long-term care industry since 1991, serving in a variety of capacities including CNA, charge nurse, MDS coordinator and regional/corporate clinical reimbursement specialist.

Jennifer has been a Master Teacher for AANAC’s RAC-CT program since July 2011, AANAC’s Retired Medicare University program since October 2012, and AANAC’s New Advanced RAC-CTA since 2019. She was the lead writer for the RAC-CTA ICD 10 Module and also served as a peer reviewer of the Consolidated Billing Module. Jennifer is a Certified Risk Coder (CRC) through the American Academy of Professional Coders (AAPC). She regularly contributes educational knowledge in the AANAC national list serve as well as to their published newsletter as a member of the Editorial Advisory Board and Expert Advisory Panel, where she serves as Immediate past Chair.

Jennifer has considerable expertise in the MDS/RAI/PPS/ICD 10 including the clinical and financial aspects. She has a knack for making her seminars an enjoyable learning experience and readily makes herself available to all attendees of her programs for any follow up questions that may arise long after the seminar is complete.
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